
Lorraine Fossi – Sea Abstractions 

From 12th May 2014, at The Mermaid Theatre (Puddle Dock, Blackfriars, Greater London, 

EC4V 3DB), artist Lorraine Fossi will be exhibiting 12 paintings from her Sea 

paintings and Abstract landscapes collections. 

Indeed it is with great excitement I write about this up and coming exhibition. Fossi’s wider 

range of paintings from which her exhibition paintings will be chosen: ‘Sea Abstractions’ is a 

well thought-out, clever, and well executed collection of paintings. The sea is a subject many 

artists choose as the pivot of their artworks. This is often due to the fact that certain artists 

find the colours of the sea calming, and often find that the stillness of the ocean can be 

supremely relaxing. However, the tempestuous sea can indeed be one of the most ferocious 

and dominant images of the natural world depicted. So why is Lorraine Fossi’s artwork any 

different to previous attempts at ‘the supremely maritime’, and how does she approach the 

sea? 

Fossi’s artwork is suffused with intimate relationships which each convey specific notions. 

These are; colour relationships, shape relationships and crucially, relationships between 

man and nature. One of my favourite artworks in the ‘Sea Abstractions’ collection is ‘The 

Bow’ as it emphasises these relationships perfectly.  

In ‘The Bow’, Fossi decided to divide the canvas unconventionally; into three sections, all of 

which represent a different form of space. This is immediately surprisingly, as in more 

common representations of the sea the canvas is divided horizontally into two sections; sea 

and air. The three spaces Fossi uses represent the sea, the air, and what we can only assume 

by the painting’s title is the bow of a boat. Furthermore, the texture of the three spaces are 

all different. Whilst the air is smooth with areas of uniform colour, the sea is fractured, 

reflective and dense, with light patterns and wave movements crowding the surface. The 

bow is murky and dirty. We, as observers can only guess as to the original colour of the 

‘bow’. All we do know is that it is awash with dirt and mould. Its age and its function is 

represented in its colour. The lower section of the bow is overlaid in various shades of blue 

which shows us the crashing of waves against the bow; a distinct notion of movement and 

of resistance. The upwards slant in which the sea is painted in relation to the bow furthers 

the emphasis on struggle; the bow must endure all the sea’s efforts to halt it.  

Whilst there is no obvious explosion of crashing waves and swooping winds, ‘The Bow’, for 

me, represents a struggle, a slower, enduring struggle. Whether one chooses to relate the 

ongoing struggle of ‘The Bow’ to the ongoing struggle of one’s own (or indeed any others) 

life is up to them. All I would say I am 100% sure of is that Lorraine Fossi’s exhibition is one 

you do not want to miss. 

By Jack Snape 

 

Follow Lorraine Fossi on twitter: @lorrainefossi 

And check out Lorraine’s other paintings: www.lorrainefossi.net 

http://www.the-mermaid.co.uk/accommodation/

